## HEC-88nu

**RRID:** CVCL_2932  
**Type:** Cell Line

### Proper Citation

(JCRB Cat# NIHS0393, RRID:CVCL_2932)

### Cell Line Information

**URL:** [https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_2932](https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_2932)

**Proper Citation:** (JCRB Cat# NIHS0393, RRID:CVCL_2932)

**Description:** Cell line HEC-88nu is a Cancer cell line with a species of origin Homo sapiens (Human)

**Sex:** Female

**Disease:** Endometrial adenocarcinoma


**Category:** Cancer cell line

**Organism:** Homo sapiens (Human)

**Name:** HEC-88nu

**Synonyms:** HEC-88 nu, HEC88nu, HEC88NU, HEC-88

**Cross References:** BioSample:SAMN03470941, Cosmic:1223493, Cosmic:1696751, IARC_TP53:21069, JCRB:JCRB1121, JCRB:NIHS0393, Wikidata:Q54882269
ID: CVCL_2932
Vendor: JCRB
Catalog Number: NIHS0393

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for HEC-88nu.

Warning: Discontinued: JCRB; NIHS0393

Data and Source Information

Source: Cellosaurus

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.